
Summer Reading Assignments

Honors English 9

Module 3

Essential Question: What impact does current scientific research have on long held

societal beliefs?

All students will read: My Sister’s Keeper by Jodi Picoult

Honors students will also read: Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck

Assignment #1

1. All Classes: Read My Sister’s Keeper sections: Monday, Tuesday, and

Wednesday (pages 1 - 138).

2. Honors ONLY: Read Of Mice and Men chapters 1 - 6

3. As you read, pay attention to the different perspectives (or points of view)

in each chapter.

4. Complete the chart focusing on conflict.

a. Conflict: a literary device characterized by a struggle between two opposing forces.

Conflict provides crucial tension in any story and is used to drive the plot forward.

It is often used to reveal a deeper meaning in a narrative while highlighting

characters’ motivations, values, and weaknesses. There are two (2) basic types of

conflict

i. .Internal Conflict⇒ the character struggles to determine the “right” choice

or faces a physical/mental struggle.

ii. External Conflict⇒ the character comes up against an outside force such

as: another character, nature, technology, society, or the supernatural



Character

Name:

General Description

of Character:

1. Explain who

the

character is.

2. What is the

character’s

relationship

to Anna and

Kate?

Character’s

Conflict: Describe

the character’s

central conflict. In

other words, what

does the character

want but not able

to control?

Text Evidence:

Locate at least one

piece of text

evidence to justify

your response in

column 3

(character’s

conflict)

Reader’s

Response: What

do you think

about this

character? Is

he/she likeable?

What do you

hope happens

to/with this

character? Make

sure to explain

why you feel this

way.

Anna

Campbell

Sara

Brian



Jesse

Julia

Of Mice and Men HONORS ONLY

FOR HONORS ONLY ⇒ What is the character’s relationship to Lennie and George?

George

Lenny



Slim

Curly

Curly’s

Wife

Candy

Crooks



Assignment #2

1. Read sections: Thursday, Friday, and The Weekend (pages 139 - 283)

You will now need to complete one (1) of these two (2) options to accompany your

reading.

2. Option 1: Write a one paragraph, typed (double spaced) response to the

following prompt: Why are flashbacks prominently used from Sara’s

perspective? How does it deepen her characterization?

a. Your response must begin with a claim that answers the prompt.

b. Your response must include at least two pieces of text evidence to

support your analysis.

c. You must introduce your text evidence by briefly paraphrasing

context from the story that leads up to this quote before including

the direct quote.

d. You must follow the quote with an analysis that explains how the text

evidence proves your claim.

e. Your response must end with a sentence that concludes your

supposition (claim that you made concerning how the flashbacks

affect Sara’s characterization).

3. Option 2: Create a video of yourself explaining your response to the Option

1 question. Your video must include the following:

a. Begin with a response to the prompt: Why are flashbacks prominently

used from Sara’s perspective? How does it deepen her

characterization?

i. To answer this, think about your response for Sara in column

five (5) of the characterization chart.

b. Read two (2) pieces of text evidence that supports your analysis.

i. Make sure to provide context for your viewer so he/she

understands what is happening in the story.

ii. Read your quote directly from your book.

iii. Make sure to explain how this evidence supports your opinion

about Sara’s character.

c. Conclude your response by explaining how your perception of Sara was

affected by the flashbacks.



Assignment #3

1. Read sections: Monday - Epilogue (pages 284 - 423)

a. **Depending on your copy of the book, there is a “Conversation with

Jodi Picoult” after the epilogue. This section provides insight into why

the author chose to write about the themes/topic/ethical questions

found in the novel.**

2. Honors ONLY⇒ Read Of Mice and Men chapters 7 - 10.

3. This novel brings up many ethical questions. Let’s define what “ethical”

means.

a. Ethics:(noun) moral principles that govern a person's behavior or the

conducting of an activity

b. Ethical:(adjective): relating to moral principles or the branch of

knowledge dealing with these

c. So what does this actually mean? Deciding whether or not a thing is

ethical means determining if you believe something is right or wrong.

4. Complete the chart below:

Ethical Question How was this

resolved in the

novel?

What further issues

did that resolution

lead to?

Do you agree with

this resolution? Why

or why not? Justify

your response with

one specific example

from the novel. If

you do not agree,

what would you

change in the novel?

Sara and Brian have

a toddler who has a

serious medical

condition. There is a

way for them to

genetically modify a

future child to

ensure the new child

is a genetic match

for their sick child.

Should they use this

technology to have

another child?

Anna is 13 years old.

Her older sister

Kate, who is 16, is

dying and in need of

a kidney, which Anna



is capable of

donating. Kate does

not want to go

through with the

surgery but her

mother, Sara, wants

her to. Should the

parents be able to

make and impose

their medical

decisions on their

children?

OF Mice and Men Honors Only

Lenny

accidentally kills

Curly’s wife.

Should he be

punished?

George chooses

to kill Lenny with

a single shot to

the head. Should

he be punished?

5. The medical advancements on which My Sister’s Keeper is based are in the

fields of genetics. While many advancements were made in this field

between the 1950s through the early 2000s, today’s world brings today’s

ethical questions. In order to learn more about different medical

advancements and their corresponding ethical questions, you will complete a

second component to Assignment #3.

a. Create a Google Slideshow, Doc, Prezi, etc. ⇒ There are many

technological platforms on which you may choose to demonstrate your

initial research on this topic. Choose a platform that you feel the

most comfortable with.

b. You will research five potential topics for your research paper. You

will include a picture, link to an article (that you think is an

appropriate source for an academic research paper), and a 1 - 2

sentence description that indicates:

i. The field of medicine the topic relates to

ii. What the advancement or changes in the medicine are

iii. What the ethical questions related to the topic are



c. Here are some links to help you choose topics. You will need to make

connections between the medical advancements and the ethical

questions related to them. An example is also provided for you.

i. Physicians' Top 20 Ethical Dilemmas - Survey Results Slideshow

ii. The top 10 ethical issues medical students should be taught

iii. The Top 10 Medical Advances of the Decade

iv. 10 medical advances in the last 10 years

https://www.medscape.com/features/slideshow/public/ethical-dilemmas
https://www.ama-assn.org/education/accelerating-change-medical-education/top-10-ethical-issues-medical-students-should-be
https://www.medpagetoday.com/infectiousdisease/publichealth/17594
https://www.cnn.com/2013/06/05/health/lifeswork-medical-advances/index.html

